
Sometimes a piece of wire is more than a piece of
wire, especially in the hands of W1DBM. Under the
tutelage of W1DBM a piece of wire becomes an
antenna and that can open up the whole world.

BY PHILIP S. RAND·, WI DBM

Table 1- This table shows the rela tionship of the length of the fong-wire antenna in
wavelengths to the horizontal angle of the main lobes. the gain, and the amateur bands
for a wire 560 feet long. A gain of 6 dB is equal to increasing the transmitter's power
four times; 10 dB equals a transmitter power increase of ten times.

the requirement for attenuating harmon
ics and other spurious emissions that can
c ause t.v.l. Today we feed the r.f. from the
transmitter through coaxial cable 10 a
low-cess filter . to an S.W. f . meter. to an
antenna tuner, and then to the end of the
long-wire antenna.

Long Wires
With inflation and the high cost of ro

tary beams, tilt-over towers, rotators, and
coax cable, probably the simplest and
cheapest high-gain antennas from a con
structional point of view are those using
electrically long wires. The wire length is
usually from one to eight wavelengths,
and long wires may be excited so as to
support either standing or traveling
waves as desired. They usually have
some of both types of waves. Since, by
definition, a long-wire antenna is one
which is long in terms of wavelengths, a
wire 135 feet long would qualify as a long
wire antenna on 10 meters where it is 4
wavelengths long, but on 80 meters it is
only a half-wave dipole.

Length
The actual length of your long-wire

antenna will be determined. of course, by
the size 01 your property. An optimum-
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Advantages and Disadvantages
The big advantage of a long-wire an

tenna is its low cost and ease of erection.
Another advantage is that it can be used
on all amateur bands including the new
WARC bands and even 6 meters with a
special tuner.As a beam antenna, itsga in
and directivity inc rease with its length in
wavelengths, and expensive c rank-up tilt
over towers are not required.

On the disadvantage side, a long-wire
antenna cannot be rotated. To cover all
directions you must put up at least lour of
them. The horizonta l and vertical angles
of radiation change from band to band.
An end-fed tone-wire antenna cannot be
fed with coax cable. Also, during heavy
rain or snow storms, a long wire is often
subject to precipitation static . The big
gest disadvantage is that it requires a
large amount of real estate.
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-.he development of antennas for high
frequency use during the 1920s centered
around those using " standing" waves
and those using "traveling " waves.' A
standing-wave antenna is a resonant
wire such as a half-wave dipole or a long·
er wire tuned to resonance so that it sup
ports maximums and minimums of cur
rent and voltage along its length. A travel
ing-wave antenna, on the other hand, is a
wire that has a constant value of current
and voltage along its length like a trans
mission line. It must therefore be termi
nated at its far end with a non-inductive
resistor equal to its charac teristic impe
dance." Some examples of this type of an
tenna are Beverage, rhombic, fishbone ,
and terminated "V" beam. Most anten
nas used by amateurs are of the stand
ing-wave type. These can be divided into
two types: center-fed and end-fed. Most
dipoles and all rotary beams are center
fed . while most long wires are end-fed.
center.teecsnc an antenna produces a
symmetrical radiation pattern which is
desirable for a rotary beam. End-feeding
an antenna produces a distorted radia
tion pattern which is useful in construct
ing long-wire beems.s

Back in 1931 , when I was first licens
ed, it was common practice to end-feed
an antenna by br ing ing the end of the long
wire right into the shack and connecting it
directly to the final tank coil. This, of
cou rse, is not practical today because of

·P.o. BOx 8, Haverhill, NH 03675

Phil Rand is one of those people who are
legends in their own time. He pioneered
work in 1. v.i. and his Television Interfer
ence book is still a classic and very worth
while reading. His writ ings in CO dare
back to the late 1940s, and it is indeed an
honor to once again present his work on
these pages. -K2EEK
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Table 11- The vertical angie of radiation for a half-wave dipole antenna above a perfect
ground is shown here for the amateur bands from 1.8 to 28MHz for physical heights of

35 and 70 feet above ground. The electrical height in wavelengths is also shown.

Fig. 1- These are radiation patterns for antennas in free space. (A) A Y1-wave dipole,
(B) a 2-wavelength long wire, and (C) a 4·wavelength long wire. These patterns were
calculated mathematically as explained in the ARAL Antenna Handbook,page 36. and
in footnote 112. What is shown is a slice through the center of the three-dimensional ra
diation model in a plane containing the wire axis. For example. (A) represents a slice
through the center of a doughnut with the antenna wire going through the hole. These

diagrams are for center-fed standing-wave antennas.

Vertical Angle of Radiation
The vertical angle of rad iation from a

half-wave antenna varies with its height
above a perfect ground as shown in Tab le
II. An antenna used on several bands will
have a different electrical height on each
band . Table II compares two antennas,
one at a physical height of 35 feet and
one at 70 feet, giving both the electrical
height and the angles of radiation fo r
each amateur band. At electrical heights
of 'A wave and less, the ground acts as a
ref lector on a beam and reflects the sig
nal straight up in the air . Fortunately, the
vert ical lobe is a big fat one, so there is
plenty of rad iated signal at usefu l angles
for 160, 80, and 40 meters where high an
gIe radiation is needed for out 10 say 500
to 1lXlO miles. Note that the 70-foot
height provides a lower angle of radiation
needed for DX.

A long-wire antenna , several wave
lengths long, is primarily a low angle radi
ator when installed horizontally over a
good ground." Its angle of radiation, how
ever, w ill be lowered even more by choos
ing a height above ground, as shown in
Table II, that favors a lower ang le of radia
t ion lor the band in Quest ion, or by making
the long wire longer. From the above you
can see that both the directivity and the
angle of vert ical radiat ion will change
from band to band as elect rical length
and height change. This does not cause
any problems as long as you understand
what is happening.

size antenna would be one which is from
4 to 16 wavelengths long on the highest
frequency that you use. This could be
from 280 to 560 feet or longer if you have
the room. An ideal setup would be to com
bine four or more of these long wires like
the spokes of a wheel to make a series of
"V" beams. The w ires are used singly or
in pairs. Thirty-six degrees makes a good
angle between the w ires. It divides evenly
into 360 and is also twice the angle in
Table I, Column 2, for an Bwavelenqtn
antenna for 20 meters.

Directivity
Most amateurs think of an antenna as

rad iating its maximum signal at right an
gles to the wire as shown in fig . 1(A). This
is only true of an antenna that is Y2 wave
length long . As the length of the wire in
c reases in wavelengths, the radiation
pattern changes into a figure ' 'X" pattern
as shown in fig . 1(8). The shape of the fig·
ure " X" also changes with increased
length, getting flatter as the length gets
longer as in fig . 1(C). In the case of an an
tenna 560 feet long, the directivity from
either side of the w ire would be as shown
in Table I, Column 2. These are the hori
zontal angles of the four main, or strong
est, lobes w ith respect to the w ire for
each of the amateur bands given in Col
umn 4 . Note in Column 1 that a 560-foot
w ire wou ld be 8 wavelengths long on 20
meters.
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Fig, 2- When a long wire is end-fed. as is usually the case, the radiation losses along
the wire cause a substantial traveling wave to exist on the wire, and this causes the di
rec tionalpattern to become in termedia te between that ofa pure standing-wave anten
na and that of a pure traveling·wave antenna as shown above. This effect makes an

end-fed wire semi-bidirec tional,

Gain
Referring to Table J. Column 3. you will

see that the gain of a long-wire antenna
varies with its length in wavelengths. The
gain approaches 10 dB with a length 0116
wavelengths.' This is true whether or not
the wire is terminated. The gain of a long
wire can be increased by lengthening it or
by adding other wires in ce rta in phase re
lationsh ip. The apparent ga in at a dista nt
point c an be inc reased by ra ising the
height of the wire to obta in a lower angle
of rad iation, more favorable fo r working
DX. Fig. 4(A) shows two a-wavelength
wires connec ted together with an apex
angle of 36 degrees and fed 180 degrees
out of phase with a tuned open-wire line.
(For a discussion of open-wire feed line,
see Lew u ccov:e article elsewhere in
this issue-ed.) This antenna is call ed a
" Y" beam and will have about 3 dB more
gain than a single wire. Another 3 dB of
gain can be obtained by arranging two
" V" beams back-to-beck as shown in fig.
4(B). This antenna is called a rhombIc or dl
amend. We have chosen not to terminate
the rhombic so that it wilt be semi-bidirec
tional.T

culling a doughnut in ha lf and then look
ing at the cu t end . In other words, a three
dimensional model in free space , when
reduced to two dimensions on paper, will
have two lobes lor each half wave in its
length. The a-wavelength antenna, shown
in fig. 2(D}, w ill have a total of 32 lobes.

The No. 1 lobe, the one c losest to the
wire, is always the largest and is called
the major lobe. The longer the wire in
wavelengths. the la rger the majo r lobe,
and the smaller the minor lobes. Also the
angle between the No.1 lobe and the wire
gets smaller and smaller, approaching
but neve r reaching zero degrees.

The patterns shown in fig. 3 are for tra
veling-wave antennas. Note that there
are no major lobes radiating toward the
feed point. Theoretica lly, all the power
reaching the termination resistor has
been absorbed, and therefo re there
should be no pattern to the rear . In prac
tice there is always some radia tion in that
direction.

L u wo<e

TuOl!d f.-lets

'"
"0"

The directional pallerns shown in fig. 1
were developed mathematically for a
hor izontal straigh t w ire in free space with
an integral number of haft-waves of pure
standing wave current d istribution on
it-for example, a center-teo dipole or
other center-ted antenna . When you feed
the end of an antenna. this idealized pat 
tern becomes distorted as shown in fig. 2.
This is caused by radiation losses as the
signal trave ls from the fed end along the
wire to the open end . The signal that is re
flected back is less. due to rad iation. and
therefore produces smaller lobes as
shown. If the wire were infinitely long,
then there would be no ref lected sig nal
and therefo re no lobes off the back. An
unterminated standing-wave antenna

gradually changes into a travenne-wave
antenna as the length is increased. An
end-fed long wire is not truly bidirectional
as many handbooks indicate. The ga in is
always greatest in the direction away
from the feed point.

Major and Minor Lobes
Antenna eng ineering handboOks tell

us that a wire antenna in Iree space has
one lobe for each half wave in its length.s
A hal f-wave antenna would have one
lobe. Why then does fig . l (A) show two
lobes? To show the radiation pattern in
two d imensions on paper. we must lake a
slice through the three-dimensional mod
el in a plane conta ining the wire. II's like

Termination
Converting a standing-wave antenna

to a traveling-wave an tenna by term inat
ing it in its characteristic impedance only
reduces its radiation off the rear without
helping the signal off the f ron t. It is a big
help. however, in reducing a RM coming
in 011 the back when receiving . The exact
va lue of the terminating resisto r fo r your
particular antenna will have to be deter
mined by experiment due to varying
height. ground conditions, and nearby
surrounding objects. Terman shows a
graph giving the radiation resis tance of a
va-wave dipole versus an a-wave hori
zontal w ire for var ious heights above
g round.' 11 looks as though a non-irouc-
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Fig. 3- Radiation patterns for terminated antennas. (AJA 4·wavelength long wire and
(B) an 8-wavelength long wire. Both of these antennas are of the traveling·wave type
and are essentially unidirectiona l off the terminated end. The terminating resistor
must be non-inductive and capable of dissipating one half of the transmitter's output.

Table JII- Table III snows the calculated length of a long·wire antenna for each of the
amateur bands. 7.8 through 28 MHz. the average length being 557 feet. Column 14
gives the resonant frequency of a wire 560 feet long. This is the length chosen. since

our antenna tuner will resonate this wire on each of the bands.

port each wire in the center to reduce sag
in such a long span. In the interest of hold
ing down expenses, a height of 36 feet.
the height of the ridgepole of the house,
was chosen lor the poles and masts. The
four end masts were made of three
tz-toot 2 x a's. wh ile the center poles
were made of 1 V. -inch TV mast sections.
The guy wire was 114 galvan ized electric
fence wire purchased in V. -mue spools at
the local fa rm supply dealer . A spool of
1118 copper-weld electric fence wire was
used for the antennas. (See fig, 5.)

Aiming the Wires
Orienting the wires properly is the

most overlooked part of any long-wi re in
stallation. For best resu lts the wire must
be pointed plus or minus the number of
degrees given in Table I. Column 2, from
the great -circ le bearing of the OX station
you wish to work. Never point the wire at
the great -circle bearing , because a long
wire antenna has a null directly off its
end. Column 2 shows that an Bwave
length wire has two main lobes 17V2 de
grees off either side of the wire. The two
lobes away from the feed point are
stronger. while the two lobes towards the
feed point are weaker, as shown in figure
2(0). Now let's assume that you live in
northern New England and that you wish
to work Europe. Consulting a great-circle
map centered on your area will reveal
that the true great-circle bearing for cen
tral Europe is about 54 degrees from true
north .

True North
Where is true north? Do not rely on

road maps. ci ty maps, or a survey of your
property. At best these will be in magnet
ic bearings. Find true north by taking the
shadow of the sun at noontime. This is all
explained in the ARRL Antenna Hand
book.'2 Simply drive a stake into the
ground at the end of the shadow from a
vertical pole at exactly noontime. That
night, line up the north star, Polaris, over
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1.8 1 533 1.713
35 2 555 3.470
7.0 4 558 6.985
10· 5V2 538 9.620
14 8 560 14,000
18· 10.5 572 18.406
21 12 561 2 1.042
24· 14 573 24.556
28 16 561 28.070

•New WARe bands.

For 160 meters:
L = ~(1 - 0.025)

1.800
= 533 feet

N = 1
f = 1.800

Let's see how this length compares
with the length required for other bands,
80 through 10 meters . If we now solve the
above formula for each band using the
correct values for N and f each time, we
will get a slightly different length as tabu
lated in Table Ill. The average length is
557 feet .We chose 560 feet for the length
of our wires because it was exactly right
lor 10. 15. and 20 meters and close for 40
meters. Since a long wire fed at the end
requ ires an antenna tuner to match it to
the 50-ohm output of the modern trans
mitter , we wi ll use the tuner to bring the
long wire to resonance on all the bands.

A drive through the pasture behind the
barn in our Jeep indicated that we could
put up at least four long wires pointing
from northeast through east to south with
one end of each supported at the ridge
pole of our house. It was decided to sup-

{,ans,r"uoon
,,~,.,

'"

uve resistor of between 150 and 400
ohms might do the job.

A.E. Harper says that the terminating
resistor for a 3·wi re rhombic varies be
tween 650 and 850 ohms.' The reason
more amateurs do not use terminated an
tennas is probably because the resistors
are hard to find and expensive. Price a
250-watt 8oo-ohm non-inductive resistor
the next time you go shopping.

To determine experimentally the cor
rect termination for your particu lar long
wire. install a 500-0hm carbon-type var i
able resistor between the far end of your
antenna and the radial ground system
that you have put in place out there. Have
a fr iend equ ipped with a 2-meter handte 
ta lkie turn this pot while you listen toa DX
station coming in off the back of the wire.
When your "S" meter shows a null, have
your friend bring the pot back to the
shack and measure it . This will be the
value for your terminating resister ." In
lieu of an elaborate ground system, you
can make an effective ground. for one
band only, by connecting your termmat
ing resistor to a V. wavelength of wire up
in the air. You would cut the antenna V.
wave from the far end and insert the re
sistor. The terminated " V" beam in fig.
4(A) uses this idea. The terminating resis
tor for a single wire is usually about half
that of a rhombic .

Designing the Antenna
With the foregoing in mind, let 'sdesign

one or more long-Wire antennas. The
formula for calculating the length of a
lone-wire antenna is as follows:"

L = ~(N - 0.025)
f

l = wire length in teet .
N = nurroer of wavelengths on the wire.
I = the frequency in MHz.
(N- O. 02S) = correction factor for the

lack of end effect on all but one Y2 wave.
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Fig. 4-lIIustrated above are two methods of increasing the gain ofa long-wire antenna
by combining two long wires in a phase relationship. (A) A "V" beam, terminated for
one band only by using a ~ -wave piece of wire as an 8rtificial ground. This beam will
only be unidirectional on the band for which the wire is !If wavelength. (B) An untermi
nared rhombic antenna is shown. It could be terminated if desired by using a non-in
ductive reststorct around BOO ohms. The apex angle of36 degrees is optimum for a feg
length of 8 wavelengths. If you try to use it with more than 8 wavelengths per leg, the
front lobe will split into two lobes, throwing a null straight ahead. If you want to use

more than 8 waves per leg, then the apex angie must be reduced.

Antenna Tuner
Most any type of antenna-tuning net

work or "matchbox" will tune up a long
wire for the bands it was designed to cov
er . For example. a Johnson Viking Match
box will not tune any antenna on 160 me
ters or the new WARe bands. My prefer
ence is one with a rotary inductor similar

If. in like manner, you put up three more
wires spaced radially 36 degrees apart,
you will end up with the beam headings
shown in Table IV. Note that wires et and
112 may be connected up as a "V" beam
pointed at Africa off the front and at Aus
tralia off the rear . Similarly, wires,2 and
'3, and '3 and '4, may also be used as
"V" beams. The above is for the higher
frequency bands. On the lower bands try
every other wire or the two outside wires
as " V"s. The combination that works
best on receive usually also works best
on transmit.

Lightning Protection
When properly installed, a long-Wire

antenna should not be any more of a light
ning hazard than your power or tele
phone lines. They really are long wires!
The greatest lightning hazard is an un
grounded TV antenna strapped to your

to the Heathkit Model SA-2060 shown in
fig. 6. This circuit allows you to tune any
long wire to any frequency from 1.800 to
30 MHz with a 1:1 s.w.r. Matching the an
tenna to the 50-ohm output of your trans
mitter this close is only important if you
have a sono-stete final amplifier. The 4:1
balun shown is used only when feeding a
"V" beam or when using 2-wire feeders.
(See fig. 7.)

Static Protection
On a Windy day with a highly charged

atmosphere. a lone-wire antenna will pick
up a lot of static electricity-enough volt
age to jumpa good half inch or more.This
will give you quite a jolt if you accidently
touch one of the ungrounded wires. The
best solution is 10 install an r.t . choke,
similar to that in your final amplifier, be
tween your antenna-tuner sinqle-wire
output and ground.

Referring to fig. 6, you will note that
most antenna tuners leave the unbalanc
ed output floating above ground, and so
on windy days you can hear the click,
click, click of the static charge jumping
the plates of the output capacitor. A
ground is automatically provided by the
balun center-tap when feeding a balanc
ed line. Some amateurs mount an auto
mobile spark plug in a weatherproof box
between the far end of the antenna and a
ground rod. The spacing of the elec
trodes in the spark plug should be adjust
ed so that there is no arcing when the
transmitter is modulated. A combination
of the r.t. choke and the plug might be
even better. Probably the best solution
would be actually to ground the far end of
each long wire to a group of ground rods
for d.c . and a group radials for r.t. This
would conduct the static directly to
ground al a point as far away from the re
ceiver as possible. The antenna tuner
would retune the system to resonance. It
is planned to try this idea this summer.

Precipitation static sounds like high
speed automobile spark-plug interfer
ence that varies as the wind blows highly
charged snow flakes or rain drops
against your bare wire antenna ." This
happens to all antennas, but is worse with
long wires because of the greater area .
The noise you hear is the individual dis
charge from each snow flake to the bare
wire. About the only cure is to use insulat
ed wire for your antenna, which is not al
ways practical. Precipitation static only
occurs occasionally and does not affecl
your transmission. Therefore, the easiest
solution is to provide an indoor antenna
for receiving during those periods.
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the top of the same vertical pole and drop
a brick on the ground at your feet. The
next day, the brick, pole, and stake
should all line UP. If so, you now have a
true north-south line and may layout or
aim your antennas in the correct direc
tions. With a protractor, measure off the
number of degrees you have decided on
from your north-south line, put up your
poles and masts, and string your antenna
wire.

To put a lobe at 54 degrees you may
point your 8-wavelength long wire at 36
degrees (54 -18) or at 72 degrees
(54 + 18). The first gives you lobes at 18
and 54 degrees, while the second gives
you lobes at 54 and 90 degrees. If you
elect not to te rminate your wire, you will
also have two lobes, maybe an " S" unit
or so weaker, 180 degrees in the opposite
direction. We chose 72 degrees for our
first w ire, giving us lobes aimed at Europe
and Africa off the front and lobes aimed at
New Zealand and Australia off the back.
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MODELS

ANTENNA
TUNERS

MFJ·941C 300 Watt Versa Tuner II
Has SWRlWatlmeter, Antenna Switch, Balun. Matches everything 1.8·30 MHz: dipoles, vees,
random wires, verticals, mobile whips, beams, balanced lines, coax lines.

Ham Radio's most popula r
antenna tuner. Improved, too.

95
( + $4)

Fnlest sding MfJ tuner ... because II has
the most wanted Itatures at the best pnce

M,lches everything fnIm 1.a·30MHz: dipoles.
evenee vees. random wires, veneers. mobile
whips, beams. balanced and coax lines.

RUII up II 300 w,ns RF power llILtQll1-
SWIl 'nd dual rllH,lt wanmeter (300 & 30

watts lull scale. lorwardireUected power, ~
live meter measures SWR to 5 watts.

flelible ii1ntenniil switcll selects 2 coax lines.
erect or lfIrough tuner. r.lndom wirelbalanced lifle .
or tuner bypass lor dummy load

12 position elfitient lirwound indllClor lor
lower jesses. more watts out.

Built·in 4:1 balun tor balanced nres. 1000V
capacitor Sp3C1fI!I .

Works willi d solid state or tube rigs,
Euy to use, anywllere. Measures 8x2x6" , has

S0239 connectors. 5·way blnding posts, un.
eted m eggshell wlllte w<th walnUl·gramed sides.

4 Other 300W Mode'S: MFJ..94oB, $79.95
( + $4). like 941C less balull. MFJ.945, $79.95
j + $41. ~ke 941C less antenna SWitch. MFJ·9.....
$79.95 ( + $4). like 945. less SWAlWattmeler.
MfJ.943, 569.95 { + $41. like 944. less amenna
SWItch. Optional mobile brackel lor 941C. 9406.
945. 944. $3 DO.

MFJ·900 VERSA TUNER MFJ·949B VERSA TUNER II MFJ·962 VERSA TUNER III

MfJ's best 300 walt Versa Tuner II.
Malclles everything from 1,8·30 MHz. coax.

randoms. balanced lines. up to 300W output.
solid.state or tubes.

Tunes out SWR on dipoles. vees. long wires.
verticals, whips. beams. quads.

BuiIl·in 4:1 IIalun. 300W. 3DQh!I dummy load.
SWR meter and 2'r.lrge wattmeter (300W & 30W).

6 position antenna switcll on Ironl panel, 12
pllSItion air· wooOO inductor: coax cceectcs. bind·
ing posts. black and beige case 10x3x7".

MFJ-962

Run up 10 1.5 KW PEP, match ally teed line
from 1,8 30 MHz.

Built·ln SWRlWattmeler has 2000 and 200
wall ranges. lorward and reflected,

6 position antenna swilch handles 2 coax lines
(direCI or through luner). wire and balanced lines.

4:1 balun. 250 pi 6KV cap. 12 pos. inductor.
Ceramic swacres. Black cabinet, panel.

ANOTHER 1.5 kW MODEL: MFJ.961 , 51B9.95
( + $1 D). smitar bul less SWRIWattmeter.

MfJ.10. 3 1001 cou liIIiI~ conlleclor1, 54.95.

MFJ-949B

, ~ Of $139?+~ )
--I ~ .., --o

MFJ-900

$4995
1+ $4)

Malches cau, random wires 1.8-30 MHz,
Handles up 10 200 watts ou tpul; etncrent air

wound inductor gives more watts out. 5 ~2x6" .

Use Iny 'ranscelver, sore-state or lube.
Operate all binds with one antenna.

2 OTHER 2DOW MODElS:
MFJ.901 , $59.95 ( + $4), like 900 but tocluOes

4.' balun IOf use With balanced lines .
MFJ-16010. $39.95 ( + $4), lor random wees

only. Great lor apartment, motel. camping. opera
l ion. Tunes 1.8·30 MHz.

MFJ·984 VERSA TUNER IV

MFJ-984

To order or for your ne.r••t d ••le r

~~ CALL TOLL FREE ::::5:;
~ 800·847·1800 - - -

For teen. erto., order or repair status, or calIS
outside contlnelltal U.S. and inside Miss., call
601·3235869
• AI MfJ products uncofld,tion,ny gUlfanteed lor

ene year (ucepl as noted).
• Producls ordered kom MfJ are relurnable within

30 days lor tull relund (In s shipping).
• Add shipping & handling cllarges In Imounls

sllown in parentheses.

Wrlte for FREE calalog, over 80 products

M~ • ENTERPRISES,
...." INCORPORAT ED

Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762

MFJ·989 VERSA TUNER V

MFJ-989

New smaller size matches new smaller rigs 
only 10·3/4Wx4 1/2Hx14 7180" .

3 KW PEP. 250 pl6KV caps. Matches coax,
balanced lines. random wires 1.8·30 MHz.

ROller induclor, 3·dil}i t turns counter plus spin
ner knob lor precise inductance cemrot 10 get
that SWR down,

Buill-in 300 wall , 50 ollm dummy load.
Buill·in 4:1 terrile balun.
Buill-in li9hled 2% meter reads SWR prus lor

ward/reflected power. 2 ranges (200 & 2000W).
6 position anI. switch. AI. caonet. Tilt bail .

CIRCLE 80 ON READER SERVICE CARD

--, .•
It •

Up to 3 KW PEP ~nd il matcres any leedlme.
1,8 30 MHz, coax. balanced or random.

10 amp IlF ammeler assures max. power at
min. SWR. SWR/Wattmeler. te.rret., 2000/200W

18 posilion dual inducl or, ceramic swucn.
7 pos. ant switch. 250 pi 6KV cap, 5xt 4x1 4"
300 watt dummy load. 4:1 lernle balun.
3 MORE 3 KW MODELS: MFJ·981 , $239.95

( +$10). like 984 less ant. switch. ammeter,
MFJ·982, 5239.95 ( + $10), like 984 less arn
meter, SWR/Watlmeler. MFJ-98o, 5209 .95
( + $1 0). like 982 less ant. switch.
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DETAIL A

Fig. 5- Abird's·eye view of the completed long-wire antenna tn
stallation at W1DBM 's antenna farm. If you have ever tried to
take a photograph of a wire antenna , you will understand why
this is a drawing. The wire just becomes invisible in a photO.

Each pole is 36 fee t tall and has 3 sets of guys.

Table IV- This arrangement of wires will give strong signals in the follOWing directions
in degrees from true north: 18, 54, 90, 126, 162, 198,234,270, 306, and 342. We will
ha ve available " V" beams with added ga in pointing 90, 126, 162, 270, 306, and342ae.
grees, all selec ted with a rotary switch. The above main lobes are for the 20 meter
band and will vary by only 4 degrees from 10 through 30 meters, On 40 and 80 meters

they will differ by as much as + 18 degrees.

fore may cause an r.t. feedback problem I
with some rigs. This problem gets worse '
when the shack is located on the second
floor. My ground lead is a piece of %-inch
copper tubinq 17 feet long. This is like us
ing the top of a zc-mete r crcooo.orane
antenna as YOUf ground (some ground!).
The r.t . feedback not only caused severe
distortion on the audio, but even held the
send/receive relay in the send position at
limes. None of this happened when using
dipoles or beams fed with RG/B-U coaxial
cable. This feedback problem was solved
by tak ing the following four steps:

chimney. If any antenna system receives
a direct lightning hit. a lot of damage can
be done to buildings and equipment."

When a highly charged cloud moves
over the ground, it attracts an equal and
opposite charge in the ground. When the
potential difference between the cloud
and the ground becomes great enough to
jump the air gap, the lightning strikes the
nearest object . The amount of damage
done is a function of the current squared
times the resistance, 12R . Even though
there is not much you can do about a di·
teet hit, you can try to prevent a hit by
keeping all your antennas we ll grounded
so that they will leak off the ground
charge, thus reduc ing the potentialdiffer
ence between the c loud and the ground.

You can protect your equipment
against voltages induced in your anten
nas and power line by nearby hits'S by in
stalling transient protection devices"
and a very low-resistance ground sys
tem. Keep all your antennas grounded at
all t imes except when you are actually us
ing them. When you leave the shack, al
ways disconnect both the power line and
antenna from your radio equipment The
above applies to any antenna, not just
long wires.

Problems
An end-fed antenna often brings a

strong r.f. field into the shack, and there-

56lJ..loot
Wire
" 0.

1
2
3,

1) Detuning the ground by attaching
several 17 foot radials and running them
around the room at the floor level."

2) Installing a variable induc tor in the
ground lead ahead of the radials and tun
ing it for least r.t . in the shack .

3) Installing 40 feet of 2-inch spaced
feeders from the antenna tuners to the
ends of the antennas up at the ridgepole
of the house. This reduced the r.t. field
enough in the shack so that most of my
other rigs worked with no feedback. One
still acted up.

4) Removing the rig from its cabinet

Olientltlon Till Two Tilt Two
01 Wire Strongut WUkll" M, in

in OIg....s lobu Point l obi, Point
Irom TrUI in algrles from in OlgrHs tram

""', Tru. North Tru. Narth

72 54& 90 234 & 270
108 90 & 126 270 & 306
14' 126 & 162 306 & 342
180 162 & 198 342 & 18
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erence antenna at 55. On 10 meters
Z56XB reported L.W' l at 59 and the ref
erence antenna at 55, while PY5SSA
found that L.w. 13 was best by three " 5 "
un its.

To make comparisons such as the
I above, it is necessary to be ab le to switch

antennas quickly. A six-position coaxial
switch was install ed so that anyone of
the four long wires or a reference anten
na could be switched into circuit between
words when transmitting. Each long wire
has its own antenna tuner so that all an
tennas can be tuned up and ready fo r ln-
stant use on any given band. The directtv
ity on the three higher frequency bands
seems to be about the same. Table I indio
cates that there is only a ± 4 degreesI from the 30· to the to-meter bands.

Add ' limp<!< fo r
ha la nC<!d f......t

8;1. lo n g wire

4 , 1 ha lun Il f-,

i directional character istics become more
noticeable, and the reports on the long
wires are always better than on the d i
pole . The gain on 20 meters and above
seems to be higher than Table I, Column
3, would indicate.

For example, K4ETS in Florida reports
my signal S9 on my reference antenna
and $9 plus 20 dB on the long wire point
ing south. When he cuts in the 20 dB at
tenuation pad, the signal drops to an even
$9. This would indicate that the long wire
had a gain of 20 dB over the reference an
tenna on this particular path at th is time
of day. Table I, Co lumn 3, indicates that
an a-wave long wire should have a gain of
only 6.5 dB. On this same north-south
longwire, also on 20 meters , KA6JM, in
Okinawa, a bearing of 340 degrees, re
ported $5 on the reference antenna and
S9 on the long wire. The same type of reo
ports are received on 10 and 15 meters.
On 15 meters ZS68WF reported L.W1f2
at S6 and the reference antenna at S3.
F90J reported L.W. 11 at 58 and the ref-

i==i40"2··'Pac ed o pen wIre feed ers

=

Antenna
,O~

Anten na
Ill"'"

~ Connet:l feeders together when using
/\ l woanlen""S ln · ·A··asa " V" beam

,'-'---''--''--,

28 3OI'H t--
roUe r co.1

250 ~PF

'"

'"

Fig. 6- This is a simplified diagram of the Heathkit mcaetSA-2060antenna tuner. This I
unit has a rOf/er-type variable inductor so that you can get an exact 7.' 1 s. w.r. match be
tween your transmitter and any long wire at any frequency between 7.8 and 30 MHz.
This is not possible with some tuners using tapped coils. Note the added rfc to provide
a ground for bleeding off static electricity. The jumper between the single-wire feed

and the balun is only used with a two-wire feed.

l' 0 Ple~ ;g la .. 'Preader ~

"~=i~------"'-=--~o-
:.~

and instal ling a 0.01 disc capacitor and a
ferrite bead on every lead leaving the
chassis. Sounds like t.v.i . in reverse."
These included loud speaker, earphones,
key, a.c. line, external SiR re lay, a.l.c..
and any control-voltage lines to an exter
nal '1.1.0 . The shield on the m ike cable
was floating and had to be grounded to
the shell of the m ike connector so that it
wou ld not conduct r.t . up to the speech
amplifier circuit board .The hot m ike lead,
pin '2 of the connector , required a 200 pF
capaci to r and a ferrite bead on the end of
the 1QO-ohm resistor. The push-to-talk
lead, pin 13, requ ired a 0.0 1 disc and a
ferrite bead.

Fig. 7- (AJThis illustrates the use of " Zepp " open-wire feeders to reduce the r.f. field in
the shack in case of r.t. feedback. To make the spreaders, cut up a piece of V4 -incn
thick plexiglass as shown. (B) Each pair of feeders is shorted together at the tuner

when feeding a "V" beam as shown.

Results
In general the results are pretty much

as you would expect. There are very good
siqnal-strenqth reports on 160 and 80
meters, although not too much directivity
due to the antenna 's low height-per
haps an "S'' unit or so. On 40 meters the
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